1. Introduction. The notion of metric entropy (called also eentropy) has been invented by Kolmogorov [16] , [19] in order to classify compact metric sets according to their massivity. The basic definitions are as follows.
Let A be a subset of a metric space X, and let e>0 be given. A family C/i, • • • , U n of subsets of X is an e-covering of A if the diameter of each Uk does not exceed 2e and if the sets Uk cover A. For a given €>0, the number n depends upon the covering family, but N t (A) =min n is an invariant of the set A. The logarithm In general, C t (A) and H e (A) increase rapidly to + °° as e->0; their asymptotic behavior serves to describe the compact set A. For the computation of the entropy of concrete sets of functions, Kolmogorov [16], [19] , Vituskin [37] and others, have used different special devices. The results obtained were mainly valid for the uniform metric, and for sets A, whose approximation properties by polynomials, or by arbitrary linear combinations of fixed functions were well known. More precisely, the sets A under consideration were sets A (A, <ï>) described below, or at least approximable by such sets. Is it possible to develop a method for the evaluation of the entropy of each set A (A, <£)? We shall give a positive answer to this question. It is remarkable that neither the structure of the sequence $, nor the properties of the norm of the space X are important for the final results. In this way we obtain a uniform derivation of known estimates (Kolmogorov's for the classes A f ,«, Vituskin's for analytic functions) as well as new ones (for example, classes A? t « in the L p -norm). As forerunners of our results we mention the computation of entropies of ellipses by Kolmogorov and Tihomirov [19, p. 40] and Mitjagin [25] , and papers of Brudnyï and Timan [5] and of Helemskiï and Henkin [14] , which deal with arbitrary compacts in Hilbert and Banach spaces.
For a general theory of entropy, the reader can consult the article [19] and the books of Vituskin [37] and Lorentz [24, Chapter 10] .
The plan of this paper is as follows. In §2, we study some geometric properties of compacts in finitely and infinitely dimensional Banach spaces. In §3, our main results (Theorems 2 and 3) are established; they concern the entropy of full approximation sets. Their usefulness for the computation of entropies of concrete sets is illustrated in §5. Another application, in §4.2, is to the "stability" of the approximation of full approximation sets. The estimate E*(/)âô n will not be essentially improved for most ƒ £4 (A, <E>) if $ is replaced by some other sequence SF, and even if one is allowed to select for each ƒ the most favorable from a countable set of sequences ^i, ^2, • • • .
Another application of ideas of §3 is to theorems of Vituskin's type in Banach spaces: in §4.1 for linear approximation, in §7 to (piecewise) polynomial approximation. A very simple proof of Vituskin's theorem for rational approximation in uniform norm is offered in §6. Finally, §5 contains a review of recent results on entropy. 2. Properties of ellipsoids and of full approximation sets. In this section we shall study the geometric and the measure-theoretic properties of certain sets. Let X be a Banach space, <3>= {<£i, $2, • • • } a fundamental sequence in X. Let X n be the w-dimensional subspace of X spanned by <j>i, • • • , <£". To certain subsets B of X we assign their "euclidean volume" | B |, by identifying it with the volume of the image of B in R n under the map ai<£i+ • • • +#»<£*->(&i, • • • , a n ). For k ^ n, the volume in the subspace Xk of X w (and in subspaces of X n parallel to X k ) will be denoted by | B | fc .
In X n we consider the unit ball £/, balls C/ r with center origin and radius r>0, and "ellipsoids" E = E(So, • • • , 8 n _i), which consist of all points ai<£i+ • • • +a n <j> n for which ai a n -*1+ • • • + *«G U.
do d n -i
If I U\ =X W , then | U r \ =X w r n , and
) is the set of all points /£X n for which £?(/)gS*, fc = 0, 1, • • -,n-l. 
The set F-is obtained from F by the mapping x-» -x and X n onto itself, hence | F_| = | F|. If x = (ai, • • • , a n ) GF", then
Moreover, since E is convex, F"CE. Hence \F'\ ^\F\. PROOF. The set A consists of all points x = aicj>i+ • • • +a n #» = (ai, • • • , a n ) £X n for which 
PROOF. Let B Q be the set of all T/G^ for which rfr\A(A t <E>)F*0. Then (11) Bo C B. Hence rjÇEB. Assume now that A 0 is the subset of X that consists of all points x with the property E k (x) ^ 5& , k = 0, • • • , n -1. Then for each class 77 G F, the set 7/P\^4 0 has an e-net containing at most N e (A(8ó +8n ,
For the proof, let rçH^o^O. If xG^^^o, we have p(x, X n )fg5 n '. This implies that there exists a point #oG*7 with ||tfo|| ë=S n '. Then rf = Xo+X n . The sets r}r\Ao and C = 77n^4o -Xo are isometric, and it is sufficient to construct a required €-net for C in X n . However, if yÇzC, then y = x -x 0 , xG-<4o, and £&(:y) ^8/+||xo|| ^S/+S W ', &<w. Therefore, C(ZA(ÔQ +ôn, • • * , S n '_i+S n '), and the statement follows.
We can now prove (10) 3. The main results. Let A = A (A, $) be a full approximation set in a Banach space X. Let C> 1 be a fixed constant. We define
The sequence iV* increases to + co, and 
We take n = Nj-% . By (2) and (3),
To prove (5), we apply several times Lemma 3. Let €»>0, and let Z)V* = (1-1/C)€. We have
where B is the set ^4(5^., ÔN J+V • • • ) m some Banach space F, while Bi is the set ^4(38^, • • • , 3ôi\r t+1 _i) in some AiVY-dimensional space Yi. [If ANi = 0 for some i, then the space Yi is 0-dimensional, and Hs(Bi) = 0 for each ô>0. For these i, we shall interpret the terms of the sum in (6), and of the last sum in (5) to be zero, and also put €i = 0.] By (2) and (3), ÔN j <e/C i and so B is contained in the ball U e /c of the space Y. Hence H e/ c(B) = 0. On the other hand, Bi is contained in the ball U ri of Yi with rj = 35jv> We estimate H e .(U rt ) by means of 2(2) and obtain
According to (2) , the expression in the braces does not exceed
In many cases, we can put C=e in (4) and (5) ; then we have
(10) Ç1 iVy + Z # < log -r + Ni log So. In other cases, it is necessary to take C sufficiently close to 1, so that the Ni form a fairly dense net.
Theorem 2 should be compared with weaker results of Brudnyï and Timan [5] . Their Theorem 1 reads in our notations (but with logarithms in the definition of H € (A) to the base 2)
This is a weaker version of (4) ; for if in (1) and (3) 
€
An inequality of this type follows from (5) . In fact, we have
We now turn our attention to some more or less precise asymptotic formulas for H € (A), which can be derived from Theorem 2 for special classes of sequences d n . 
.-0 ANi
For the proof we note that, if
This proves that S& -S*_i£giV*., hence the inequality (11).
• 0 as n -» oo for each e > 0,
*-i A#<
PROOF, (i) Let pbe a, natural number such that c p ^ er\ We have, by (13) ,
Repeating this, we obtain From (12), with
For large fe, 0^1-x k^e . The functions (1-x) log (1/1-x) and x log (1/x) approach zero for x-K) + . Therefore, for all large k> the expression in the braces is ^€i, where €i>0 is arbitrarily small. Thus
Therefore we obtain (7). PROOF. (18) follows from (10) and the inequality NJ^SJ; (19) and (20) follow from (10) and Lemmas 4 and 5. More generally, we have (19) 
Theorem 3 applies, roughly, to sequences 8 n that decrease to zero as n a , a>0, or faster. The counterpart, Theorem 5, will deal with sequences h n that decrease to zero slower than n a , a>0. For the applications in §4.2, however, we insert its more complicated version,. Theorem 4. 
(ii) If (ii) If the sequence 5 W satisfies (23) and if 8n ^ 5 W for large n, then for each c\ > 1, (26) \im {H C1€ {A')/H € {A)} = 0.
€-»0
PROOF. We shall establish (i) ; the proof of (ii) is simpler. We take C = c~1. Let r be a large integer, to be fixed later. We take ci^C 4+r . If ji corresponds to €i = ci€ according to (3), then hence (27) ji^j-r-3.
Let iVi and iV/ denote the numbers (1) that correspond to the sets A and A'. By (5), (11) , (27) , (22) and (4), if G=l+log(9C/(C-l)), (4), (5), (11) by 2N { .
Applications of main theorems.

Results of VituSkin's type for linear approximation.
Vituskin Ï37] has proved several theorems which provide lower bounds for the degree of approximation for some sets A of functions. They apply to general, not necessarily linear, approximation (for example, to rational approximation), and will be discussed in § §6 and 7. For the linear approximation, his results reduce to statements of the following type. If for some n and some e>0, the nth width (for the definition and properties of widths see [24, Chapter 9], [33]) of A satisfies d n (A) <e, then n is at least as large as some simple lower bound, that depends on e, and is, roughly, H € (A).
In this section we deduce results of this type from Theorem 2. They will be better than the special cases of Vituskin's theorems, mainly because our sets A are arbitrary, or restricted by the asymptotic behavior of H € (A), while Vituskin restricts the structure of the class A. THEOREM 
Let A be an arbitrary compact set in a separable Banach space X, and let d n (
A) <e. Then H*(A) -Co (1) n ^ 1 2 + log-+ log [H*(A) -Co] € If, in particular, (2) Hu(A)/H ê (A)-+l as e-*0, then d n (A) <e implies (1 -oQ))H.{A) (3) n ^ • 1 log - €
If f or each q, 0<g<l there is a C\> § for which H Cl *(A) SqH € (A), then d n (A) <e implies
PROOF. There exists a fundamental sequence $ in X, for which d n (A)£É*(A)<e.
Let h = E%(A), fe = 0, 1, • • • , then AQA' = A(A, $). In view of the monotonicity of the right-hand side of (1), it is sufficient to prove that if d n =g €, then n is not less than the righthand side of (1) We shall use Theorem 7 to show that even an introduction of countably many sequences ty p instead of <£ cannot essentially reduce the degree of approximation of the elements ƒ £4 (A, 3>). In other words, V p is nowhere dense in F. It follows, by Baire's theorem, that F-UpFp^O. THEOREM 9. Assume that 8 n satisfies (8) . There is a p>0 W/Â /Ag property that for each two fundamental sequences <£>, ^, /&ere is aw e/cmentfÇzX which satisfies (13) awd /fee inequality (15) £w(f) è pôn /of infinitely many n.
PROOF. We select p, 0<p<l so that gi = 4p/c works in Theorem 7(i) for some q<l. Theorem 7 (for a Hilbert space X) was given in Lorentz [23] . For special spaces X (X = C and X = L P ) and ô n = n~~a, a>0, Theorem 9 appears in Lorentz [21 ] . Olevskiï [27] has an interesting counterpart of this when X = C[a, 6], ^4=Lipa, 0<a<l: For each system $ there exists a function ƒ GLip a, with the property that E" (ƒ) ^Ca)(f, 1/n), C>0 for all n = l, 2, • • • . Here «(ƒ, 1/n) is, possibly, much smaller than w~a, which serves as d n . These results seem to be new. For similar classes in L 2 , for which our Theorem 2 can also be used, Brudnyï and Timan [5] obtain as an upper estimate only (l/€) s/(r+a) log (1/e). Golovkin For some classes of functions analytic in a strip and for classes of harmonic functions, Tihomirov [34] has a better remainder, namely 0(log(l/e)), instead of Vituskin's O(log(l/e)loglog(l/e)). The new method of proof is based on some geometric properties of sets of Entropy-theoretic notions can be used in order to construct invariants of linear topological spaces. The approximate dimension of a linear topological space, de-fined by Kolmogorov [18] is less fine but easier to handle than Banach's dimension. All infinite-dimensional Banach spaces have the same (maximal) approximate dimension. This means that the new notion is fruitful only for topological spaces that are in some sense close to finite dimensional spaces, for example, for spaces of analytic functions. Pelczyfiski [28] also defined an invariant of this kind. Computing the approximate dimension, Kolmogorov showed that the spaces of analytic functions of different number of variables are not linearily homeomorphic. Similarly, Pelczyfiski [28] proved that the spaces of entire functions of one variable and of functions analytic in \z\ <1 are topologically different. Compare the article of Rolewicz [30] .
This is obtained by finding an M = M(e)>0 for which the class A*(JB) is approximated by AJXB), w(h) =
Another interesting application of entropie notions is a characterization of nuclear spaces among all spaces of type F, by Gel'fand and Mitjagin [25] . f(x,y) = E «(*<(*)+*<(?)).
Here g(u), 0^u^2 is some continuous function, depending on ƒ. One can assume that the functions <£*, \pi belong to the class Lip a for each 0<a<l. There exists a conjecture of Kolmogorov, 2 which, in its general form, states the following: Not all analytic functions of two variables are representable by means of superpositions of continuously differentiable functions of one variable and of addition ; not all analytic functions of three variables are representable by superpositions of continuously differentiable functions of two variables. 6. Vituskin's theorems in the uniform metric. The last two sections of this paper are devoted to the exposition of results from Vituskin's theory of nonlinear approximation, developed by him in his book [37] . In this section, we deal with sets of continuous and differentiable functions in the uniform metric. The main advantage of our approach in this section is its simplicity: we avoid the use of multidimensional variations [37, Chapter 4] . The simple combinatorial device which we use appears also in H. S. Shapiro [31 ] ; see Remark at the end of §6.2. As Vituskin does, we use in an essential way Oleïnik's estimates [26] ; [37, p. 132], In this way we obtain Theorem 13 below, which is essentially identical with Theorem 3 [37, p. 186] of Vituskin about piecewise rational approximation with moving barrier. This method is such that each improvement of Oleinïk's estimate would automatically lead to some improvement of the final inequalities. For the case of a constant barrier and for "rational continuous" approximation, Vituskin has slightly better results (Theorem 12 below), which do not seem to follow by our method.
In §7 we will show that theorems of Vituskin's type are not restricted to uniform metric. Results obtained there are valid for polynomial approximation in Banach and L p spaces. Here again we use the method of §3 for the computation of entropies.
6.1. Definitions and lemmas. Let P(t) be a polynomial in t -{h, •••,£»), of degree p in the variables U jointly, which is not a constant. The equation P{t) = 0 splits the space R n into a collection of connected sets. Important for us is an upper bound for their number, contained in the following lemma. According to Oleïnik [26] , the number of bounded components of R n defined by P(t) =0 is at most (p -l) n + 2n if p is odd, and at most
if p is even. Each of these numbers does not exceed 2p n if p ^ 2, n ^ 1. The second statement of the lemma follows from the fact that the number of components of jR z There may exist some x } t for which R(x, t) is not defined, in other words, Q(x, t) =0. More general are piecewise rational expressions R(x, t). Let
be a polynomial of degree q in t = (h, • • • , / n ), with coefficients which are given functions of x. According to Lemma 7, for each x, P(x, t)=0 decomposes R n into at most 2(g+2) n sets Tj = Tj(x). On the closure of each T 3 we put
where Py, Q } are polynomials of degree p in t. This R(x y t) is called a piecewise rational expression of degree p with barrier (3) of degree q. One of the justifications for the study of piecewise rational approximations lies in the fact that operations of taking maxima or minima, performed on rational expressions lead to piecewise rational expressions. Sometimes simpler results are valid for piecewise rational approximations R(x, t) with barrier P(t) = 0 independent of x.
If Q(x, t) = 1 in (2), we obtain a polynomial expression of degree p, or a piecewise polynomial expression of degree p with barrier of degree q. This case lends itself to generalizations for arbitrary Banach spaces.
We shall say that R(x, t) is an e-approximation of a class A of functions ƒ G C(B), if for each fÇEA there is a tÇ:R n for which R(x y t) is defined for all x£J3 and satisfies
If A is a subset of a Banach space X, and P(J) is a polynomial (or piecewise polynomial) expression whose coefficients are elements of X y we can say that P provides an e-approximation for A if for each ÎÇÎ.A there is a tÇzR n with the property that (6) ||/ -P(*)|| < e.
Approximation of sets A in the uniform norm.
For an e-approximation R(x, t) of a set ^4CC(J3) we would like to obtain a lower bound for the numbers n, p, q.
Let A be a set of continuous functions on a set J5, let e>0, and assume that B 
where C is an absolute constant.
PROOF. For each of the 2 M distributions of signs X, let f\ÇzA be the f unction ƒ which satisfies (7). Let 2 x GP n be the value of t which satisfies (5 To prove this, we note that we can take M equal to the maximal number Ms, ô =co"~1(2e) of points of B at distances ^ S from each other. By [19, p. 77 PROOF. Let the iV» be denned by 3(1) with C = e. We note some consequences of the assumption (6) . It follows from 3(2) that àN i+1^e~2 ÔNiy hence (6) implies N i+ iSNi+<rNi/log N iy for each (r>0, therefore (8) ANi log ANi = o(Ni), i -» oo.
Next, condition (6) implies 3(15), and we derive from 3(20) that PROOF. We can assume that none of the polynomials Wk is constant. Let ir(t) be defined by
as)
T(/)= n n {x t (<)-«}.
The degree of w does not exceed XX=i (2Affc/e+1)£» hence, by Lemma 7, the space i? n can be decomposed into at most Mo = 2 L £ (2M*/e + 1) + 2~T
L jfc=l J connected sets Tj, on each of which 7r does not change sign. In the interior of each Ty, w does not vanish, hence each irk satisfies there an inequality
